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MAIN NAV DISPLAY

iPad vs iPhone
Besides a slightly different layout… both function identically. 

Screenshots from each will be utilized in this guide.

MENU
Interact with Collections

ZOOM

CENTER
Use this to snap back to you’re position

PAUSE / PLAY
while running a route

SETTINGS
GPS STATUS INDICATOR



WHAT IS A COLLECTION?
It is the way we organize Routes, Tracks and Markers into one individual

trip, sport, location, race…hunting trip, fishing trip, hiking trip etc…  

NEW
Start a new Collection

MAP
Takes you back to the Main Nav Display



BUILDING YOUR FIRST ROUTE

Definition of a Waypoint
Waypoints are audible and visual points along your route. 
“In 450 yards Right Turn”    or     “In 350 meters Danger”

Definition of a Serpentine
Serpentines are non-audible points along your trail used to 

visually keep you on path through every twist and turn.

With a Collection open… go
MENU > ROUTES > NEW 

Waypoint Name
Whatever you type here she will say as an audible warning. 

“In 500 meters Hard Left Max 45 mph”

After Route is complete… go
MENU > Then RUN

*Hold and Drag
on a serpentine point to adjust it’s position. 

To add a Serpentine or Waypoint in the middle of a route just aim the red cross 
on the route line and press the Serpentine or Waypoint button. 

Note: If the red cross is not directly on top of the Route line a point will be 
added from the “end” of your route.

Aim and Drop Aim and Drop

Delete Last

Delete All



DROPPING MARKERS
Definition of a Marker

Markers are individual points of interest 
Fuel stops, where you parked your car or your favorite fishing spot 

*Utilize GoTo
for guidance straight line to any Marker just click on a Marker while in Main Nav Display

 or Menu > Markers > Marker > GoTo

With a Collection open… go
MENU > MARKERS > NEW 

*Coordinate Input
Click on the Location field to enter in 

a known position for the Marker to be dropped 

Aim and Drop



TRACK RECORDING
AND CONVERTING

Definition of a Track
Tracks are recorded “breadcrumbs” of where you have been.

Map out new trail systems or find your way back home by recording your track!

*Convert your Tracks to Routes 
and build audible guided directions for future trips 

Record Track
at any time using MENU > REC  TRACK

Stop recording when you are done by 
hitting the record button again.

*Clean it up
with delete… add Audible Waypoints…then 

Run or Share it with AirDrop or Email

Track Stats
After stopping a Track Recording…

pull up that Track to View details



SETTINGS

*Voice Prompts
in “auto” setting (recommended) voice guidance adjusts automatically based off of your current 

speed…giving you warnings when you need them. The Status Update Interval should be set to how 
often you would like to hear the Distance and ETA (estimated time of arrival) till the target 

destination.



OFFLINE MAPS
Storing maps for areas with poor or no cellular coverage

Online & Cached Tiles
allows you to save Open Cycle Maps to your device. 

*We offer Mapbox In App annual subscriptions providing you 
with additional high quality maps that include

Open Street Map, Mapbox Street, Mapbox Terrain, Mapbox 
Satellite as well as Custom URL support

Individual tile size
is restricted to improve performance 

and collection.  The larger the 
individual tile selection the less zoom 

you can save for each. 

*Slightly overlap each tile to prevent 
gaps.

Select or Cache Maps
by opening the Map Source Tab.

Downloadable Map types that 
have a cloud next to their 

name.



*Offline MBTiles
are built using 3rd party software.

Building MBTiles is an advanced skill set and 
will not be covered in this quick guide.

We provide a sample world map that can be 
used offline.

OFFLINE MAPS
Continued…

Map Information
displays your saved cache size for that map type. 

Here you can clear that particular maps cache from 
your device.

Selecting a Map (highlight it) 
will automatically display your saved tiles 

when you are outside of cellular data 
coverage.



GPX IMPORT
Touch and Hold

on any GPX file in an email or on a website.

Drag and Drop
with your device connected to iTunes.

Route.GPX

Choose to Import
into an existing collection

or as a new collection

*AirDrop
can be used for device to device sharing. Both 

devices must have Bluetooth and a Wifi enabled.



HARDWARE SETTINGS
iPad and iPhone Settings to Optimize Performance

Airplane Mode
allows you to turn off all cellular data while keeping GPS positioning 

active. Greatly preserving battery life when Off the Grid
Data Capable iPads and 

iPhones
all have built in GPS 

positioning capabilities. No 
cellular data plan or service is 
needed with these devices to 

track your location.

However Wifi Only iPads do 
not have this capability and will 

need an external Dual 
XGPS160 Bluetooth Puck

Connecting the Dual XGPS160 Bluetooth Puck 
for improved GPS positioning accuracy and strength.

• Close LeadNav down completely 
• Turn Airplane mode on
• Then goto Settings to turn on Bluetooth and connect to the Puck

When sitting idle for long periods of time or when the connection is broken…your position may lock up on LeadNav. 
Close LeadNav completely and turn off Bluetooth. Then follow the steps above.

Closing LeadNav 
Completely

by double tapping 
Home button

and swiping away


